Two famous people from the exciting state of Alabama are Hellen Keller and Rosa Parks. She is famous because she was an author and educator about blindness. Rosa Parks is famous because she was a civil rights leader who refused to give up her bus seat to a white man. When people visit Alabama they go visit The Heart of Dixie.

Well if you get the chance to visit Alabama, I am sure you will enjoy everything there is to see and do. Happy vacationing!

The Heart of Dixie.
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The Common Flicker
The area is on 51,701 square miles the greatest distance is 329 miles long, 210 miles wide the borders are Mississippi, Tennessee Georgia, Florida, Gulf Mexico. The highest point 2,405 feet lowest point sea level Major Rivers Alabama, Mobile.

Southern Pine
The climate is generally warm and humid produce 23 tornadoes in a season, mild winters, hot summers, and a year of precipitation. Some of Alabama agricultural products cotton, peanuts, hay, corn, livestock. Two famous people from the exciting state of Alabama are Helen Keller and Rosa Parks. Helen Keller is famous because she was an author and educator about blindness. Rosa Parks is famous because of the civil rights she started.

Camellia
The state of Alabama became a state on December 14, 1819 and was the 22nd state admitted to the Union. The capital of Alabama is Montgomery. Some people refer to Alabama by its nickname The Heart of Dixie. The Camellia is the state flower, while its state tree is the Southern Pine, and the state's bird is (the Common flicker). Alabama's motto is Audemus jura nostra defence. It can be found in the southern region of the U.S.